





































































dealers  and 






dusting  for the daily 
wash the 
autos used to receive. 
"Now 
we only wash
 each car 
every 10 














how  many 
gallons 
still  run 
into  
the street under the new 
measures. 
The measure was instituted 
two weeks
 ago, and "the idea was 
all 
mine,"  Margo added. 
The water cut -back on the 500 
autos is important,
 as recent 
rains have not 
been  enough to 
alleviate














 runs a home 
for  
the "respectable" drunk 
 or at 
least he tries to. His home is being 
overrun by the common 
"street
 
drunk" and he wants to change the 
situation. 
Fitzgerald is the director of 
Aspect,  a non-profit
 organization 
which operates a 
detoxification  
center at 35S. 12th 
St.  
Fitzgerald's home is for 
the 
average
 citizen who has had one too 
many and the 
alcoholic  who 
manages to hold 
down  a job during 
the day but cuts

























The proposal is unique 
in that he 
would
 like to offer students 
majoring  
in the 








then  carry 
the 
































































By Doreen Carvajal 
An 
absence  of witnesses to a late -
night gunfire attack  on a downtown 
Marxist bookstore has left a police 
probe of the incident
 at a virtual 
standstill. 
Lt. Donald Ewing




 the shooting 
at Bread and 
Roses  bookstore, 136 S. 






The  police department cannot do 
anything until a witness comes 
forth, he said. Investigators have no 
suspect at this time and have been 
unable to locate witnesses 
who even 
heard the gunshots which shattered 
three windows and two doors. 
The San Jose City 
Council
 passed 
a resolution Tuesday calling for a 
report on the 
progress  of the in-
vestigation  after bookstore owner 
James R. "Bob"
 Lindsay told the 
council the police probe "is invisible 
to me." 
Lindsay,
 a Communist, suspects 
the attack may 
be politically 
motivated
 since the gunshots ap-
peared to be directed at a poster 
advertising a Chilean refugee event. 
He charges the attack may be a 
Chilean right wing reprisal for the 
bookstore's support of 
the refugees. 
However, 
Ewing  said he per-
sonally believes it 
wasn't a terrorist 
shooting. He said store
 shootings 
happen periodically in the area 
The FBI closed 
its own in-
vestigation of the 
shooting  after it 
determined
 there was no 
violation of 




according  to Frank 
Perrone, 














Congressman Don Edwards, D
-
San Jose, has also concluded his 




Lindsay  the 
day 
after  the 
shooting  he 
would 
check










congressman  said Police 
Chief Joseph 
MacNamera  and the 
local FBI office 
in Santa Clara 
assured him they were
 looking into 
the 
matter.  He said he is 
satisfied  
with the handling





may  be decided 
By David Willman 
The 








 to decide 
which 









foundation  lease 



























 that A.S. 





led the cause for
 A.S. She claims
 
the Union  lease 














tonight and clearing tomorrow.
 High 
today in 
the mid -50s to 
low -60s, low 





A lease change 
will  not alter any 
Union
 operations as 
now performed 
by Barrett, 
according  to AS. 
Vice 
President









 He sits 
on
 the board 
of 
governors





Barrett,  however, 
fears  that if 
A.S.
 controls the lease,
 it may try to 
make








diminish  the 
power  
of the 





 charter now 
outlines the 
powers  of 
the


























board  of 
governor's









































































































government  could override 
the Student Union board (of
 
governors)," Martin said. 
Martin said Wednesday that 
Bunzel asked him to investigate all 
NNW' 




involved in the Union 
lease
 matter. 












































 to the 
list 
of groups that















































































 said a 
similar  
housing  bill 
was 
introduced  by 
Berman last
 
year.  but 




finance  committee. 
Plotkin
 said major 
opposition  to 
last 














unreliable  payments 
made  
discrimination
 against them 
justified.
 
Included among the 
discrimination  practices against 
students are refusing to rent to 
persons because of their 
student 
status and charging higher deposits 
for 
damages,  according to Plotkin. 
Vanes said the bill will not go to 
an assembly committee for awhile 
because of a rule that a bill must 
wait 30 days after being 
introduced
 
before it goes to any committee. 
"By the time it 
gets to the first 
committee, we should 
know how 
many 
documented  cases of 
student 
discrimination










according  to Al 
Jones,  an executive
 
assistant  to A.S. 
President  James 
Ferguson. 




 millions of people."
 
To further that message Fitz-
gerald said he will seek a speaking 
engagement  at SJSU, but he 
believes
 that  the process of 
alcoholism 
education  should begin 
at the kindergarten 
level  so that 





The detox center he 
operates is 






 from the outside 
to indicate 
that  the center is 
anything but another single-family 
residence. 
Inside, the bedrooms
 where the 
intoxicated individual can
 "sleep it 
off" are bright and cheerful. The 
other 
rooms are inexpensively 
but  
nicely furnished and
 everything is 
spotless. 
The  restful atmosphere is 
ab-
solutely 
necessary to the 
alcoholic's  
recovery," Fitzgerald
 said. "The 
alcoholic, like 
anyone
 else, needs 
three things  a home 
that
 he can be 
proud






The work would come 
from 
alcoholics operating 
thrift  stores, 
small businesses and a 
recycling  
center. 




and  might cut 
the 
welfare  roles, he said. 
The center 
could also be operated 





 must be done 
to keep
 the drunk 





are only 80 or 90 beds 
in 
the four detox 
centers,"
 he said. 
"When they are  full, the 
drunk  ends 
up in the drunk tank. 
"There have been tragic cases 
where 
people  have died in jail," he 
added. "Those 
people  who died were 
incorrectly 
diagnosed  as drunk 
when they were 




with  Dorothy 
Ellenberg,
 director



































 by the 
supervisors.  
The act takes 




 are taken to 
detoxification 
centers 
unless  they 
are full, and 
only then are 









mejian should be 
repealed  should go 
to a drunk tank on a Monday mor-
ning," he said. "In
 another city," 
which he declined
 to name, "I have 
seen 
160 drunks piled on top of each 
other swimming in their own vomit 




proposals  meet at 
many  points. Both 
would 
like
 to have the 
city  maintain 
a 
24-hour sleep-in 
center as an 
alternative  to 
the
 detox center 
being 





























drunk, and limiting the hours
 liquor 
stores could be open. 
Fitzgerald would like to take the 
problem out of the realm of the city 
funding as much as possible. 
The
 other point of 
agreement, 
among 
all three, is that 
the detox 
centers should 
not be used 
as 




"This center is being used as a 
flophouse by the street alcoholic." 
Fitzgerald said. "If a woman brings 
her husband in drunk and he wakes 
up next to one 
of
 these street drunks 
he
 won't stay for one minute." 
Fitzgerald agrees 
with  Ambler 
that the 
hard-core
 inebriate should 
be involuntarily committed to a 
long-term health facility. 
"What few 
people realize," he 
said,  "is that when a person comes 
out of a detox center after 72 hours 
(the normal 
stay) he is totally in-
capable

























 speed up. 








A volunteer at the center, Scott 
Wilson, who says he is 
a recovering 
alcoholic. agreed with Fitzgerald.
 
Wilson also agreed 
that drugs to 
ease the withdrawal 
symptoms  are 
unwise. 
"What 
you  have 
then  is a 
multiple abuser," 
he said, "someone 
who is addicted
 to both pills
 and 
alcohol." 
Both men said an alcoholic is 
simply 
not able to cure himself. He 
needs support








this  country," 
Fitzgerald 
said.  "You 
can
 add to 
that figure










people  and 
that is a 
conservative
 
figure   then 
we can figure
 on 50 
million  people 
whose  lives are 
ad-
versely  
affected  by 
alcohol
 " 








There  will be a slight 
shift  in 
the distribution of A.S. Council 
seats next year as a result of a 
decision by the A.S. Judiciary  
Tuesday. 
A.S. Attorney General 
Jonathan Fit said that the 1977-78 
council
 will have 11 positions for 
upper division students, five for 
lower division 
students  and four 
for graduate 
students. 
The current council has five 
graduate seats and four
 lower 
divisions ones, 
as well as the 11 










 before the elec-
tion. 
The elections for those council 
seats  will be held April 19-20. 
Scott





































would  like to 













 a violation 

































included going to 
the office of 
Student 
Activities  and 




 obtaining a 
use 
permit  and parking 
permit from 
the scheduling office. 
On March
 16, one day before 
our  
scheduled 
meeting, we were 
in-
formed by the S.U. 
director's office 
that members of the
 American Civil 
Liberties Union 
had filed a com-
plaint against our 
using the building 
on the grounds that our
 using the 
building  would be 
considered "ex-
cessive entanglement




administration  had been 
in 
touch with its 
lawyers,  in particular, 
a Richard 
Sensenberenner,  in Long 
Beach, and 
he
 had given them a 
"legal opinion"
 that since the 
buildings  name
 had a religious 
connotation 
(chapel)  and our 
student organization 
was  founded on 
religious
 principles, that this indeed 
could 
be
 interpreted as "excessive 
entanglement of 
church




therefore decided that 
because  of 
the complaint and legal opinion,
 we 
would not be allowed to use the 
Memorial
 Chapel. 
Furthermore, any school 
organization that had a religious 
orientation would be denied use of 
the building for meetings; however, 
any non -religious student 
organization could use the building. 
Only 
non -religious 
groups  could 
meet in the
 building 
because  the 
building 
had a religious 
connotation  
and 
groups  with a religious
 orien-
tation could only meet
 in buildings 




gious groups should 
not  be allowed 
to meet in non -religious
 buildings. 
The issue is the fact that a 
student 




 was denied the 
use 
of




reason  other 
than






























































































However, we are, in fact, no more 
subsidized by the state 
in using the 
Memorial Chapel 
than would any 
other student organization would 
be 
if they used the
 chapel. The 
building  
was donated to the 
public and 
members of the public 
are legally 
entitled 
to the use of that 
building  
regardless of their 
religious,  
political or philosophical
 beliefs. We 
do not ask for special privileges,
 
rather equal privilege. 
In search for equality
 in our 
country, we must 
never come to the 
point  where equality means denying 
freedom of religion.
 In citing 
separation of church and state, the 
members of the 
ACLU  have 
overlooked the spirit
 and intent of 
the constitution.
 The intent was to 
guarantee that 
the state would not 
dictate
 to the people 
of
 the state 
their 
choice of religious 
beliefs and 
that the church would




 belief to 
which all 
members
 of the state were 
forced to adhere. 
Our 
founding  fathers had no 
intention of eliminating Christianity 
from the 
halls  of government. 
Rather, our country was founded 
and 
sustained, even through a 
terrible civil war, on the basis that 
all men were
 created equal by a 
living God who is in heaven and who 
is active among men. 
We therefore believe that the 
legal opinion and the decision 
resulting 
from it based on the 
complaints
 is actually illegal and 
discriminatory.




influences of outside 
groups who are proposing
 a con-
tradiction and 






















 so much 
interest by the 
United States press in 
Cuba's  affairs? There is talk of the 
U.S. 



























ending  the 
economic  
boycott  of 
Cuba. Fidel
 Castro was 
recently 
interviewed,  




 Carter is. Why
 
these  sudden changes 
after almost 
20 years? 





out the U S imperialists
 who. 
through corporations




huge  profits 
off the sweat and blood
 of the Cuban 
people. The people fought to 
take
 
back  their 
country  from 
foreign 
domination  












 today is as 
much a 
colony of 
the Soviet Union 
as it was 
once a 
colony of the U.S. 
Cuba is still 
dominated





people  are 
still wage
-slaves 












The question of Cuba is par-
ticularly sharp now. Internationally, 
the Soviet Union. 
itself an im-
perialist country trying to upset
 the 
apple cart of U.S. domination in 
order to grab up all the "apples" for 
itself,
 is making increasing use out 
of 
countries  it controls like Cuba. 












guerrillas  win 
control  from 
other  
Angolans 
supported  by the 
U.S.  
More recently,




have  gone into 
Uganda 




 up Idi 
Amin's shaky 
economy.  The 
arrival
 
of Cubans in 
Uganda  is an attempt 
by
 the Soviet Union
 to exert more 
influence 
in East Africa.
 And latest 
of all is the current



























What does all this
 mean for us? 
More generally, is there a threat
 of
 
world war, and if so, where does it 
come from? How are the 
struggles
 
for liberation and revolution 
developing? And what are the duties 
and tasks facing the American 
people






We must seriously seek to find 
answers to these and other questions 
if we are going to help to change the 
world.
 
Renee Wastaski, History senior 
























































































By Celeste Dier 
Even church isn't free any 
more. I discovered 
this  last 
Sunday when I attended mass at 
St. 
Joseph's
 Church in San Jose. 
Located on the corner of Market 
and San Fernando streets, the 
church has one parking lot which 
is city owned. 




 on a Sunday! 
I stared in 
disbelief
 as a parking 













don't  think 
God 
would be 









 its own 
parking 
lot is a 
sacrilege.





























































clutched  under 
my arm. I 
hastily  
walked
 the two 



























 really got 
to me. 
With a sigh 






opened  the 
church 
door.  Half -
sprawled in 








 and started to 






 After all, I 
had  driven 
here to 
attend  mass, and 
I might 
as well go in. 
At 11 a.m. - 
the  church was 
packed. Where did
 all those 
people park? The pay 
parking
 lot 
next to the 




 out a lot of the 
parishioners 
take the 




Joseph's is a 
big  church 
with  a big 










these  people a 
place  to 
park 
for  free on Sundays.
 A price 
on worship
 is too high a 









































 their feet 




 of the 
Washington
 Star, 











bring  a new 
perspective.










Larry Merchant, a 
New  York 
Post sports 
columnist
 was also 
quoted 
as being in favor
 of women 
writing sports. 




consider  sports a 
matter
 of life and 
death.  Women 
look at it 
with





 us know women 
are 
getting
 jobs and are






there are some 
women 
in 
the  field that 
will









 for CBS, 
insults  women 
who
 want that 
kind  of a job. 
She  is 
just a pretty
 face with a 
nice pair of 
legs.  I would 
much rather














 NBC,  was 

















wasn't  present just 
for men to 
look at during half-time. 
I believe women 
want  to do the 
job 
because  that is the 
profession 
they have 
chosen.  I don't think 
they 
care to be 




I have read 
several  magazine 
articles 




 them were written
 by 
men.
 Every time they 
mentioned  a 
woman they had to 
comment on 
whether
 she had blue or green
 eyes, 
blonde
 or brown hair. 
Even  other 
writers were 
looking  at the 
women
 
sportswriters as sex 
objects.  
It is very rarely that 
you read a 




 know what color 
his  eyes are. 
Women must 
also face the 
con-
sequence of being




 It is 
probably difficult for a woman to 
know 
if that is why she is hired,  or 
if 
the boss 
has  just taken a fancy to her 
figure. 
I believe the 
ultimate goal of 
women
 wanting to enter the sports 
media  
field is that they would like to 
be hired for 







 the office sex object. 
There  is always the argument 
that  women can't go into the 
locker 
room.
 This is apparently 
no
 longer 




sends  Stephanie Salter on 
the road with 
Oakland's
 Golden 
State  Warriors basketball 
team,  and 





Certainly it is 
obvious
 that male 
athletes are going to 
prefer  being 




writer  I read about 
said 
she was the only 
female  in a group 
of
 
reporters  who 
wanted
 to inten joy. 
Paul Warfield, formerly 
of 
the 
Miami  Dolphins 
football team. 
And  
she  was the only 





favor  for a 
female.  But 
still
 the most 
important




can  write well 
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rubberband  and 
pendulum
-powered
 Schlitz Special waits
 to 
test




























By H. Kim Lew 
Beer -drinkers unite. 
The  first SJSU Beer -Can 
Grand  Prix will commence 
at 1:30 p.m. next Friday in 




three -race event 
was organized by students 
Steve Nordheim 
and Dave 




Anyone can enter,  but 
the catch on this race is 
making the cans 
move. 
These beer cans
 must be 
propelled 
by
 a power 
source inside the can, with 
no exterior appendages 
















 in May, 
she will





 instance, the blind 
student -teacher's
 biggest 
dream of owning an 
Opta-
con, a costly reading aid,
 
burst from fantasy to 
reality late last month 
with
 
a donation of $3,000. 
And her career 
goal
 of 
becoming a public 
teacher  
was pushed in the right 
direction with two success-
ful  elementary student -
teaching positions during 
the last 
year.  
But one gets the im-
pression that Younger, 
neither this summer nor 
any  other time, is going to 
sit back on her 
accomplish-
ments. 
Indeed, she's already 
planning 
a summer which 
will combine becoming 
efficient on the Optacon 
with preparing 
herself  for 










 postage pad at San 
Jose,  California  Member 
of Cab -
forma Newspaper 
Publishers  Asso 
cuallion and
 the Associated 
Press 
Published
 daily by San Jose Stare 
University. 
except  Saturday and 
Sunday dunng 
the college year The 
opinions expressed
 herein are not 
necessanh 
those of the Associated 












on a remainder of 
semester  
basis 
Full acadenvc year, 
49 each 
Semester 


















During a two-week 
course at the 
Sensory  Aids 
Foundation in Palo Alto she 
will learn how to use the 
Optacon  and then spend the 
rest of the summer prac-
ticing with the machine by 
reading books which will be 
helpful in a teaching 
career. 
Money for the Optacon 
was 
donated in late 
February by a Bay Area 
woman who had read 
feature stories about 
Younger  in Bay Area news-
papers. The woman, who 
asked 
not to be named, has 
arranged for Younger to 
pick up the Optacon 
when  
she starts the training 
course. 
An Optacon consists of a 
palm -sized scanner which 
is 
held in one hand and 
skimmed  over printed 
material.
 The words picked 




pulses which can be read as 
letters when the person's 
other




While the Optacon won't 
replace all the other aids in 
her hoped -for 
teaching  
career  she'll still need 
readers for 
handwritten 
student papers  it will 
give her a bigger sense of 
independence to read 
printed material. 
"I feel 
like  I can 
challenge more things now. 
I can challenge books," 
Younger 
commented.  "I 
always said it would be like 
a new pair 
of eyes." 
The Optacon has also 
given
 Younger an idea of 
how to thank the
 donor. 
"It's my 
goal to read to 
her," she said. 
Younger













































































































persons who sent donations 
to her after 
reading  the 
newspaper articles. 
Publicity  helped 
Those donations, total-
ing $2,425, will be spent on 
the training course fee and 
Optacon
 attachments, such 
as an optional




frequent  news 
coverage
 Younger's 
received  including fea-
ture articles in many Bay 
Area newspapers, a TV 
interview  with Channel 4 
and a soon -to-be-published 
feature in Ebony magazine 
 has allowed her to do the 
same 
things  she wants to 
do as a 
teacher. 
"I'm performing my 





as Younger defined 
it, is to 
inform them of two things: 
For one, that even though 
we live in a topsy-turvy
 
world," people can still be 
happy while
 making the 
most of life's situations. 
And also, 
that  the unique 
traits of an individual  
whether it's a matter of 
shape, color or handicap 
 
should be accepted and 




the  media 
coverage focused on 
Younger's role 
as a blind 





She says the student -
teaching, which ends April 
1, was pressuring and tir-
ing when combined with 
her class load at SJSU and 
the 
house cleaning































she's going to 

















 when a car 
collided  
with 















Richard  Rush, 
25, collided
 with the 
east-
bound 
bus at  the 
intersec-
tion





















while the bus 
came
 to a rest 
in 
the living room
 of a 
house























beer  can 
has
 been 
developed  that can 
go 50 
feet, 




 of the 
race.  The 
first race will 
cover  25 feet, 
the second 35 feet 
and the 
third 50 feet. 
Although the rules state
 
only that the can 




 or spring  
the designs 
are restricted 






and  the limited time 


















 and, so far, 
one 
of the few working
 
models, 
according  to Nord-
heim. 
The power















needed to tutor Vietnamese 
and American Indian 
children for two hours a 
week, according to Nicki 
Lustig, 
coordinator
 of the 
SHARE 
program.  
SHARE is a tutoring 
program 
that works with 
disadvantaged 
children or 
children who are having 
trouble 
in school. 
The Alum Rock School 
District has 23 Vietnamese 




The tutoring is after 
school or in the child's 
home. 
The 
Oak Grove School 







mentary School also needs 
15 tutors as aides in the 
classroom to work with 
small groups of children. 
Tutors don't have to be 
educational majors. Lustig 
said, although it is good ex-
perience for people in 
education. 
For further information 
about the programs call 
Nicki Lustig or Richard 
Najar at 277-3257 or go over 





















































































































































































































































gineers will hold a business 
and 
planning  meeting at 
12:30 p.m. 
today in ENG 
329. All students and 
faculty
 are invited. 












at noon today 
in Barracks 
7. 
   
The Northern California 
Committee for Conference 
on World Situation will dis-
cuss international affairs 



























 and touchedl" 




Swami  Nada 
can  contribute 









 and the 
source of 
creativity




 him remain 
in this country,




his art.! believe it would be of 


















public and private concerts 
were very Muth eppreci. 
ated by music lovers of this 
city.  The rhythms which he 
can generate on the Table are 
truly remarkable He has 
treated  children with various 
behavior  disorders by teach-
ing 
them rhythms at slow rates 




























tied to that rubberband. 
To wine' up the engine, 
the can is rolled in hand un-
til the rubberband 
is 
twisted taut. 
The can is placed on 
the 
floor and may  or 
may  





"stored" a great deal of 
energy, and is trying to 
swing the weight around, 
but  because the body of the 
can is 
easier










 on a dif-
ferent model. 
It's based on the record -
establishing beer can, 
which spanned all the dis-
tances in an amazing com-
bined time of 18.5 seconds, 
created for the first such 
competition  held at the 
State University of New 
York, Stony Brook. 
His creation is based on 
a clutch -and -flywheel con-
cept. 
Through  the center of 
the can is a shaft and at-
tached to it is a disc which 
acts as a flywheel. 




 rotate inside the 
can 
and are sped up to a fairly 
decent velocity
 with an 
electric drill. 
Friction plate 
His clutch is a simple 
friction 
plate,
 similar to 
that of an 
auto's clutch 
plate.  When the 
plate  is en-
gaged, 
all the energy  in the 
spinning 
disc transfers to 

















































energy  to the
 can 
and how 
the  disc 


















































 open by 
the  can, a 
magnet































then  a 
light








Although this event will 
involve empty 
beer  cans. 





 i - 
tors.  
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Naturally,  no one person 
is going to "solve" the
 
energy  problem 
singlehandedly;  
it's



























thing is... as 
concerned 
as we are 
about  these 
problems, 
and others,































opportunity  for 











 we've got the 
establishment  benefits that 
make
 life 
a little easier 
to cope with, like good pay 
and  employee 
benefits. But
 we've also 
got  the 
things 
that
 make life 




If you're a graduating
 student, and you've never 
thought about working 
for (and/or with) us before, 
give 
us
 a thought. Send your






















7-6  vault  
By Pete Cavaghan 






vaulter Greg Woepse 
predicted in reference to 
the SJSU meet against 
%isiting CSU Northridge 
to-






coach Ernie Bullard feels 
is "one of the top 15 in the 
country." 
+.411115,;' 
Ron Livers. SJSU's world class triple jumper,  warms up 






















best of 17 feet 
4, 
just over 
Woepse's  life best 
17-2. 
However,  Woepse is not 
looking at 17-6, but at 18 
feet. He 
cleared  17-6 in 
practice both Monday and 
Wednesday.  
Bullard feels that the 
Spartans
 will win, and 
noted "We expect to have 
good 




paper,  the 
Spartans  
would 
seem to have a 
fair 
edge,












a leg cramp 
while running
 anchor on 
the 
victorious  400-meter 
relay team last 
Saturday  at 
the 
Stanford Relays. The  
leg 
has been strong, but 

































































place  in 
nearly every event,
 but it 
lacks depth. 
"They don't enjoy the 









 from the 
100 meters to the 800 
meters, although neither 





Al Hooks and Mike 
Tanner are both 
9.8 100-
yard  men, which is the 
equivalent of a 
10.7
 100-






Mike Kirtman and Bob 
Triplett who've done 
better, with Don Livers at 
10.7. also. Kirtman's 10.2 
season best would figure to 
win easily. Triplett's year 
best
 is 10.6. 
Hooks and Tanner both 
have run 21.8 200 -meter 
races, and only Spartan 
Kirtman has topped that. 
Calvin Dupleasis (48.2) 
has a better time than any 
Spartan 400-meter man, 
and 800-meter entries Mark 
Cohen (1:51.6)




marks  than any 
SJSU 
thinclad. 
The shot put should be a 
sweep for the Spartans if 
Ron 
Semkiw, Bob Gum-
merson and Bob 
Feuer-
bach throw up to par. 
Discus thrower Kelven 
Geds 
(171-8)  tops all the 
Spartan throwers, but 
Gummerson 
and Feuer-
bach are right 
behind  and 
should provide one of the 
closest matchups of the 
day.  
Should Cooper be held 
out of the 110-meter highs, 
that would be a close race 
also, although Pete Austin 
of the Spartans would have 
to be the favorite. 
The Spartans host Long 
Beach State April 2 in what 
must be termed the biggest 




















with  the 
49ers,  
who've  lost












 for this meet,
 which 
has been the 
reason  that 
athletes  have 
been














For those who support 
the Spartan judo team's 
quest for a 16th straight 
national title but find the 
rules for judo as incompre-
hensible as an income tax 
form, here are a few guide-
lines to help decipher the 
action this Saturday:
 
Individual matches are 
five minutes long, but may 
be terminated at any time 
if one man 
can  score on 
either a 1) throw of his op-
ponent;
 2) choke: 3) 30-sec-
ond hold down; or 4) elbow 
lock. 




but  will con-
tribute to the 
final  score 
are recorded on a red
 and 
white scoreboard in front 
of
 
the mat, the different 
colors 




scoreboard contains six 
point categories, including 
three positive, or scoring, 
classes, 




All scoring possibilities 
are designated
 by a "W" 

























' 4 44444 
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 (koka, a 
















































value of the scoring 
points 
is equal to the value 
of the corresponding 
penalty points. For 
example,  a 
koka 





























Examples of scoring 
might be: one yuko scored 
by one man
 wins over his 
opponent's
 koka, and one 
koka  wins 





Coach Yosh Uchida's 
defending champions hope 
to score several positive 
points when the competi-
tion starts in the Spartan 
gym at 10 tomorrow morn-
ing. The single elimina-
tions will continue until I 
p.m., and the finals last 






































appears  to 
be
























around  the lack 











 of the 
* stadium
 to be 
increased  to 
30,000, improved shuttle 
 bus service 
may  not be 
* enough to keep 
the area 
* around Spartan 
Stadium  
from  being 
overrun




 events are 
* scheduled, 







exhaust  may 
violate 
the 1977 




































































































have  led to areas 
becoming  



































 not yet 
to 
















"We can't beat this 
. One plan is to somehow 






 which are on 
the north and east of the 
stadium, respectively. 
Senter Road, at times
 





 of them also 
fear a 
drop  in their pro-
perty value 
as well. In 
stadium, we 
only want 
responsible action," says 
Knipschield,  of 
his  group of 
about 30 local citizens. 
He says it is 
hard to 
rally people to fight for 
their rights
 in a cause of 
this nature because "it 
seems like small potatoes" 






























































































502 I VW 
St 
San 
Jose  Ca 
nem 





































By Rich Freedman 
Answer:
 Oregon State 
University's  
baseball  team, 
the 
weather




 Name three 
mysteries























 Monday with the 
fewest number of games 
among the seven tourney 
participants 
and of the 
classic competitors, only 
Arizona University has any 




in Arizona this 
week for the
 Best in the 
West Tournament. 
Oregon State. rated 14th 
nationally, entered the 
tournament with only two 
games of experience this 
season due to the common 




usually wet Northwest win-
ters. 
In the first round of the 
Best in the West, the 
Beavers 
dropped
 a 14-12 








OSU's averages are in-
significant at 
this
 time, but 
leaders from last year's 
squad are catcher Pete 
Rowe and second baseman 
.ferry 
Doyle. 
Rowe, a three-lime All-
Pac-8 
player,
 hit .338 last 
season while Doyle hit .304. 
Ken Noble 
(1-0,  2.50) 
and 
Scott  Anderson lead 
the
 mound crew. 
Head coach Jack Riley 
is in his fourth year at OSU, 
coaching the club to a 31-15 
mark in '76 including a 12-6 
record in Pacific -8 play. 







COPIERS  ARE 
BETTER  THAN 

















CA.  93050./ 
cently 
begun action, it is 
difficult to assess the 
Beavers' chances at cap -
luring  the Spartan Classic, 
but if 
their slugfest with 
tough Pepperdine 
is any in-





 as a 14-12 score 
would 
suggest,
 they can 
also give up a few. 
   
To determine the 
tournament  winner in case 
of a tie, a 
point system has 
been devised, 
according  to 
assistant  tourney director 
Jack Mogg. 
Points will be given for 
hits, runs, wins and ties 
while subtractions will be 
made for errors. 




 time limit. 
After Saturday's cham-
pionship game at 7 p.m., an 
all-star team and most 













 will enter 
the 
tourney 






































McWhirter  is 
batting .407,
 
has  28 RBI 

















































































NOW  AFFORD 
THE HAW 
THE RAH 







 AIR FARE ONLY A ONE STOP 
INCLUSIVE
ADVANCE BOOKING RATES ARE BAS  
'0"  
CHARTER FLIGHT DOUBLE OCCUPANCY
 
Other  Optional Tours 
Available  Upon Request
 
Fully Bonded&
 Funds Protected by Escrow
 Account. 
For Information and
 Reservations Call 
(213)645-3232  
or 
Your Travel Agent. 
For 
your  copies of 
descriptive  brochures 
please  
complete  the attached 
coupon  and mail 




 Clenega Blvd Inglewood





















































































(iv  lc 
Auditorium.
 
145 W. San 





 will be the 







scheduled  for 
today 
from  7:30 a.m. to 
10:30 p.m.
 and tomorrow 
from II a.m. until 8:30 p.m. 
Admission to the festi-
val is free. For further in-
formation and questions 
contact the Japanese 
American  Community Bi-




















 at the Institute
















classes.  For 
information  on 
specific-  
courses.  
call  293 
6611  or 
write  or drop by. 325 
S. 
1st St 
4th Floor. San Jose 















pours  molten bronze
 in- 
Rick 









 are on 




April  4. PEER 
DROP
 IN CENTER
 is the one
 
place on campus










 to talk to. Stop 
by Er see 
us soon 
Open
 10 5 M-Th















By Boydine Hall 
Not many people would 
like to remember their 
childhood as playing with 
snakes and bugs, but for 
Romaldo 
Lopez, this was 
the beginning of an art. 
Lopez's 
art is sculpting 
isect-human
 forms made 
if 










Montalvo  in 
aratoga 











Lopez, a photographer 
in 
the Instructional Re-
source Center, reflected 
upon his childhood in Ari-
zona saying that he always 










He had a 






he's  not sure),
 a big 
rtoise
 and a 
foot
-long 
entipede he said. 
With a 
wide  grin, he 
dded he used to clip the 
:viers off scorpions and 
lay with them. , 
As  a matter 
of
 fact he 
aid, his 
mother  used to 





by for scorpions 
who 
Kit too 




reminiscing  about 
Arizona 
and what 





He moved to San
 Jose 
when he 
was seven and 
later graduated
 from SJSU 
with a B.A. and an M.A. in 
Art. 





 at SJSU, 
the  realm 
of 











was  in 
college he 
took an en-
tomology  class 
and re-
kindled his interest 
in bugs. 
This was the 
beginning
 of 
the insect motif, he 
said. 
"I was really fascinated 
when I took an entomology 
class. It's all nature's way 






















Lopez views his art as 
"very traditional, 
classical" but adds "Art
 is 
to me what one wants
 it to 
be. Art can just be people's 
reaction to something 
that 
is here today and gone 
tomorrow." 
Lopez 
would like to get a 
job 
teaching  
art  at a 
university,
 he said, but 
it
 is 
difficult to do 
until you 
establish  a name
 for your-





Lopez's current art 
exhibit is going well, he 
added. He is 
pleased
 at the 
amount
 of people in-
terested
 in buying his
 art. 
But the purpose 
of the show 






















However, Lopez has a 
lot of support from his wife, 
a commercial artist, and 
friends he said. 
His seven -year -old son 
even helps contribute to his 
viewpoint
 and wants to be a 
sculptor
 like his father. On 
the other 
hand, his father 
would like to convince him 
to go 
into  science and 
become a doctor, or a law-
yer, 
he
 said jokingly. 
With a lighthearted 
laugh, Lopez gives the im-
pression
 that it really 
doesn't  matter. 
Though being 
an artist 
may be a hard way to earn 
a living professionally, 
Lopez ended "It's more fun 









Modern  Dance 
r;ompany





Sunday  in Studio  
Theater, 

































Plus One Modern Dance 
rompany was created in 
1974 out of a desire to work 







 S 1st 
St




F ram Iris Truffaut 




























1 through June 14, you can
 fly roundtrip from 
New 
York  to Luxembourg for only 
$410. 
That's $89 less
 than the youth fare





 iFom Chimp) you pay $458 and 
save 
$103.1
 All you 
have




There  are no booking 




or service. Because we 
give  you the same service 
you'd get from 
other airlines, 
without









more  than 
you
 have to. 














anytime you want. 
rilatxhi
 Airier,































































sored  by 






















































guaranteed  Free 
house 
calls
 ill central S J. 
Tune-up  in 
eluding
 parts from
 $22. Car 
buretors 
rebuilt  from 
417. Also 
other 
work-  brakes, 
electrical, 
engines rebuilt, etc. 
















 Rd. 07 
926 4418. 
Quality  Work at Rea-
sonable
 Rates Hood Scoops Et 
Fender Flares







 miles. radio, vinyl 
top. very 
clean
 41195 Call 24529%. 
. 
_ 
'75 Pinto 4 








 engine Good 
casks. Must sell 41200 
or
 
best offer. Call 629%45 ISM 
'68 Ford
 Canine 4 












 good condi 
tion 
S850. Call 





 Eng. New 
Tires.  Ex. 
Coed Radio Only 
OM 275-1568 





 V8 P S P'8, pop, 
headers. 
Holley,
 Edelbrock 44395 
























yard.  sell 
$150 















best  of 
fer  Call 













 PAN, a 
feature  length 
cartoon with 
an appeal for every  



















































The 80-year -old Swami 
is said to be one of the 
greatest living classical 
Indian musicians. He is a 
vocalist and master of Tab-
la and Jarmonium, princi-
pal instruments
 of Indian 
classical 
music.
 He also 
has perfected the science of 
Mantra chanting. 
The Swami
 claims the 
ability  to synchronize his 
voice with direct sound 
vibration 
emanating from 
his  spine and skull. This 
knowledge
 of sound and its 
relation
 to the body, that 
























The Swami is a pro-
fessor of music at the 
Uni-
versity of Banares and was 
appointed court musician 
for the Maharaja of Mysore 
State.  
The 




























































































1320 N. First Street,
 San 






















Ruthie's  Honer, 
1025 
Bird Ave S J 
293 1307 
8 Track
 Player R. 
Home  Unit 
Panasonic Many features $70 
Call Alan 377 7246 or 277 
3171 
_ 
5-speed sting -ray 
bare Needs hue% 
tubes. 
adiustments  $20 Call 
Alan 377 2246 or 277 
3171  
DEAR 
STUDENTS:  Your insurance 
rnan in the campus for all your In 
surance 
needs, auto, home, 
renters. Ides health. If you are not 
already w 
STATE FARM call me 
Ion appt in my office
 or your 
place or 111 the campus. We gel 
together 
to give you better 





For a better 
sandwich,  more nutri 
lion, smoothies, carrot juice Et 
delicious crepes. 
126 E Sari 
Salvador, 
Honda
 '73' CL 175 Ex 
cond
 Just 
overhaul.' Street Et dirt 4380. 
Eves after 5 30 
267  2087 
CHICKENS: 15 
White  Leghorns 
Fertile,  Brown
-Layers.  Complete 
with Rooster Et Feeders
 Make 








 11V14 .11 
he end























City of San Jose 
IF T 
and P T1 
Requires  major 
in 
chemistry
 of related 
field, or one 






 City Hall. 
801 N. First 















time  now 















































appointments  for 
our more 
sentatives,
 to show 







you'll  earn 
as
 much or 
more money





 full tem. 
Call 
9568486 between
 9 11 am 
M W F 
ask for Mr Angelo
 





























 to apply, etc For 
ordering 
info 
Mlle  Nova 









money  by 
having
 home or 
Dorm
 sales parses 
Product  is 
high 
fashion  pans sold at 
drastic  
low 














$10 per hour and 
win
 
$1,950  in 





Write  Fred Novak,
 Dept S 52. 






















 at 737 



















































$150  mu.  
One 
Two 












7 00 7 



















































Inquire  at 122 N 
801 St , 293 7374 
Very nice, large






$245  470 








price Call Janet at 
25372% 
FURN. TIA4THSE APT. 
2 bdrm 1' 
bath blk from Engeneer bldg
 






share beautiful house in 
Willow 
Glen $117 Yr utilities 
Call 
292 5386 








again  man) 465 
nor , near cain 
pus.






LOST:  LADIES GRUEN 
WRISTWATCH Silver w mesh 
band Et square face It means a 
lot Finder will be loyously be 






 MEN AND 
WOMEN 
in the San Jose 




Union  meets 
every 
Thurs at 8 p
 
or  in the 
Student
 
Union.  We 
offer  an 
informal  
atmosphere
 for gay 
people  to 
meet, 












lest  time you 
will find GSLJ 
a 
friendly
 place to come
 out Those 
of 
us
 who need 
to
 love and be 
loved by 
members  of our 
own sex 
need each
 other For 






 watch the 
Spartaguerte 









MEETING  PEOPLE 
YOU REALLY 
LIKE
 has never 
been easy 
until
 now Al 














 the peo 
ple 
your  want to 
meet  anti who 
want to 
meet
 you . . 
and  your 





want  to 





 your own 
social
 destiny, 
call  us for 
more  
information







so make the 











pro Ask about our










Electrologist  at 
235  E 




























350  Va 
excellent  
condition  
$250)._  165 S 







 pots 6 pans,
 
etc 
165 S 3rd 












































Wrkshp,  10 
30.  







Race  Queen 




Prix  App 
ly in person 
Fri 1-30 Eng 178 
Armageddon.









































 of my Gator 





 is in 
trouble
 
So retie home 
late the wife 
TONY. Glad you're 
back nod looker 
good Please 
don't  leave again 




 - IBM SELECTRIC 
253 3684 
Reports,
 Theses, Resumes, Tem) 
Papers.
 Letters. Etc Pick up and 
delivery
 at SJSU 
INTELLIGENT TYPING -editing,
 
form, grammar. Et tapes
 Call tie 
tween 9 am 9 pm Margie 
Reeves. 996 1280 
TYPING - TRANSCRIPTION. Term 
papers. resumes theses, senior 
protects, letters. etc 75C page 
and up IBM 
Correction  Selec 
trics Small
 business accounts 
solicried 
Call
 2E3 4525 If a child 
answers, don't
 hang up Ask for 
KITTY CARTER. NORTH 






 type your 
thesis, report or tern paper Fast 





446 1525: ask for Betty. 
Dissertation  design or analysis 
blues' Call ACRE at 3257175 
TYPING SERVICE. Quality work
 






Free Pregnancy test, counseling, 
on
 alternatives to pregnancy 
Competent pregnancy termini, 
lion All services confidential 
Call CHOICE 358-2766 
Dates-get the most from your 
social 
life Let us help you Ouesson 
nave sent in discreet encelope 
All info confidential Match 
maker. 
PO







COLOR Complete,  
lowest
 price 







 SCORING CODING 
 DATA PROCESSING 
 INTERPRETATION AND 
REPORTING
 OF DATA 
REASONABLE RATES CALL 
14081 
262870)
 FOR FREE CON 
SULTATION AND ESTIMATE. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY! 
Stuff envelopes. 450 per 100 




San Jose, Cal 95116 
Don't stay horn; to answer the 
phone Let us sell it 
for you We 
take merchandise on consign 
ment Sporting goods, photo 
equipment, camping equipment 
stereos, typerwmers, anything 
you have to sell except clothing 
and stuffed furniture
 Call The 
Outlet, 293 (8t28 174 
South  1st 
St ,SJ 
Hours Noon b pm. Clos 






Witham Newest styles  
from 
Europe Male Students special 
Sh
 b cut styled Et Blow Dry,  
on 
ly $750 
Naturals from $1751) 
Complete  Call 288 
7163 
CHILD CARE 111 
my
 home- (18 
mths 4 yrs, 
Call





THIS AD Before you
 
pun 
chase  costly stereo 
equipment,  
check 
with us for discounts 
011 
200 maior  brands 
of
 Audio, TV, 
tape. car stereo, etc Advice 
on 
purchasing the Right 
gear  the 
first time 
with
 no hassles. We 
manufacture a complete
 line of 
Hi 
Fi speakers and 
blank  recor 
ding tape 
sold  wholesale to the 
public
 Sounds Unique, 
998.2693, 
Tues.Fri




PASSPORT & ID Photo Special - 
$2 
off  w ad tor 2 color or 4 BEIW 
photos Regular price $7 50 
JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY, 2937(55) 20 
PaS130 de San Antonio, SJ be 
two. 1st b 
2nd Street) 

















Chicago New York 
Hawaii . Travel services avail. 
able Email Pass
 BMW Pass 
. International
 Student Identi-
ty Card Issuance Youth
 Hos 
lel 
Cards  Overseas  Job 
Placement (Students Only, . 
Tour Information (Budget/ 
Students Intraeuropean Flights
 Et 
Trains Camping tours in Eur 
ope Student Flights to Asia. 
Africa,  Australia.
 Er Middle East 
from Europe Travelers In 
surance  Travel Publications 
Car Leasing and 
Purchasing 
. Student Tours 
to
 Israel Er 
USSR from Europe Contact 
Rol 8 Davis at CAMPUS 
TRAVEL ADVISORS, 
509 S 
10th St. at Williams St San 
Jose,
 CA 95112 14081 292 1613,  
Mon Fri 9 a fir 5 p 
m or by 
appointment
 2596356 
EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA 
Student chatter flights year 
rd ISCA 1609 Westwood 
Blvd 0103 L.A Calif. 
90024 
12131826.5669.














In Spartan Daily 
Classifieds
 
2 lines 1 day 
is 75C 
2 
lines 2 days is 
$1
 
Come in to JC 
208 
between
 9 a.m.-3 p.m. 
non-commercial ads only 
Print 
Your
 Ad Here: 
Iiit tor s and spaces
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'Deadline,



















































Caroline  Casteel 





justice  freshman 
specializing in 
corrections. 
acts as a 
















Osborn  School 
which is 
part of Juvenile 
Hall. 
While the 
students  are 
there for
 18 days she 
tries 
to help them 































SHARE where Casteel 
earns three

















 of the 
tutoring program
 is for the 
SJSU student 
to "gain 
experience and to 
reassure  
the locked -up person
 that 
someone cares, 
because a  


























 but a 
needed
 friend they 
can 






"Since there is 
hardly  any 
difference
 in our ages, it's 
easy for
 me to relate to 





Dealing  with 
problems 
is a natural 
occurrence  for 
Casteel in a classroom of 15 
students. 
She
 said most students 
read and 
write  at the first 
and second grade 
levels.
 
Tim, who reads at the 
first grade level, is really 




sorry for him 
because he wants to go to 
college so much," she said, 
"but his reading is just not 
good enough." 




large amounts of money 
and tell 
her some tall 
stories, she said. 
"Rich told me his father 
is a janitor that earns
 
$5,000 a month and another 
one said his mother's boy-
friend 
just
 inherited $10 
million." 
She
 said the teenagers 
also think their 


































"Money is being put 
aside to keep us 
happy,"  
she told students at the first 
Chicano 
Career Sym-
posium held last week.
 
Gonzales said that it is 
time for this
 country to 
decide whether it's going to 
encourage different 
cultures and added that the 
opportunity of a bilingual 
bicultural education 
"should be offered to every 
American child regardless 
of race."
 
Gonzales, along with 
other Chicano pro-
fessionals, spoke to more 
than 1,500 students from 
SJSU, San Jose City 
College and local high 
schools. The speakers 
related early experiences 
and struggles in getting to 
the top of the professional 
ladder. 
"We
 have a great deal 
to contribute," said Concha 
Sauced°, San Francisco 
psychologist. 
Options limited 
She explained more 
people are needed in the 
field
 of mental health to 
study the
 "dynamics" of 
the 
Chicano.
 She said when 
she 
was  younger, society 
and her own
 culture said 
she
 could be a teacher
nothing 
more.  But since 
then she




 of inferiority 
and





Duron, anchorwoman of 
KTVU's Channel 2 news,
 






 are a sleeping 
giant, ready to wake
 up." 










 in the 
media is due














































































































Chicano  is not 
going to stop
 me from 
going to 
the  top." 
Fight needed 
"Young 
people  have to 
fight." she 
warned,  "be-
cause if you 
don't a lot of 
people
 are going to lose." 
Friday's activities 
were  
kicked -off by a visit
 by 
John 
Vasconcellos,  D -San 

























up until the last
 three years 
there weren't many 
oppor-
tunities for Chicanos 
in 
high positions of respon-
sibility and 
influencen  and 
said that since 
Gov. Brown 
came into office, 
many 
more positions
 are opening 
up. 
In his closing 
remarks  
he said that he was on his 
way to a meeting with the 




Bakke decision. He en-
couraged students "not to 
give up" and 
to think "seri-











































































































 in Union 
































































 RACQUET BALL COURTS 
*JACUZZI













































All of this for an unbelievably low
 
price. Come check us out. 
From 101 take





 Rd , 







the  crimes 
they have committed and 
the 












tempted murder told me if 
he  had
 killed his brother he 
wouldn't be in 
Juvenile 
Hall because no 
one would 
have known," she said. 
The fact that he got 
caught bothered him more 
than 
the  idea of killing his 
brother, she said. 
One of the teacher's 
problems is to motivate the 
students to 
work in the 
classroom. 




draw up plans for escaping 
from Juvenile Hall. she 
said.  
Casteel said drawing up 
plans "really gets them 
going" but the teenagers 
know "it's a joke" because
 
they could never 
use them 
because 












 3rd St 295-4336 
The 















from the locked 
cells which 
serve  as their 
living 











said  the environ-
ment of 
Juvenile  Hall upset 
her the first 
day  because 
"it would make me sick if I 
had 
to be locked up all the 
time."
 






























wrong with the 
corrections 
system,"  she 
said. 
"Maybe  it's 
not 
personalized  enough." 
She said 
that she can 
help these teenagers by 


















































 else I 
can do 
right 
now 
because 
I'm 
just 
beginning
 to 
learn  how
 to 
deal 
with 
the  
teenagers
 
in 
my 
classes,"
 
she  
said.  
"I'm  also
 learning
 
through
 
my 
experiences
 at 
Juvenile
 
Hall.
 
Right  now
 she 
is 
finding
 
out 
if she 
can  
relate
 to 
the 
teenagers
 
and  
handle  
the  
situation
 by 
not 
letting
 
their  
problems
 
depress
 
her.  
-
NowNow
 comes
 
Miller
 
time.  
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